Abstract-In order to transition multi-core fiber (MCF) technologies from their research state to volume production, the key design specifications have to be broadly agreed upon, first and foremost an acceptable level of inter-core crosstalk per unit length. Against common belief, we show that MCF crosstalk requirements per unit length are fairly independent of transmission distance in the context of modern coherent optical communication systems. As a consequence, a single value for the tolerable inter-core crosstalk per unit length can be used to specify MCFs, valid from metropolitan (∼100 km) to transpacific (∼10 000 km) deployment scenarios. The notion of a universal inter-core crosstalk specification allows for applicationindependent MCF designs (including a distance-independent optimum core density) and will facilitate the standardization and volume manufacturing of MCF.
I. INTRODUCTION
S PACE-DIVISION multiplexing (SDM) is considered the only option to overcome the optical network "capacity crunch" [1] . Among the many proposed SDM-specific transmission fibers, low-crosstalk (XT) single-mode multicore fiber (MCF) [2] is likely to be introduced into the network first, as it allows for traditional transmission system architectures without the need for mode-selective optics or multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO) digital signal processing. Several recent papers have attempted to assess the impact of XT on MCF system capacity and reach [3] - [6] . However, the resulting XT specifications vary widely with modulation format and transmission reach, leading to the commonly established belief that different network applications, from short-reach to ultralong-haul, should require different MCF designs in terms of XT per unit length, and as a result in terms of MCF core densities [7] . Designing individual MCFs for different network applications is highly undesirable, though, as it prevents standardization and volume production, which are both important to getting a new technology such as MCF widely deployed in commercial networks. It has been loosely conjectured [8] Manuscript received December 13, 2018 that a universal XT specification per unit length may exist, resulting in a XT requirement of around −55 dB/km, independent of the targeted system application. In this letter, we rigorously examine and validate this conjecture. Based on the fact that any amount of XT, no matter how small, will degrade system performance, any meaningful performance metric must include the performance penalty that one is willing to accept in an MCF system relative to a XT-free reference system (i.e., a system using a fiber bundle instead of a MCF). We consequently introduce the notion of a capacity penalty and a reach penalty and assess the tolerable XT for those two. We also determine a capacity-optimum MCF core density, consistent with a distance-independent crosstalk specification.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The rate-reach trade-off of a transmission system using the latest generation of optical transponders that can finely adapt their modulation format to the respective channel conditions through techniques such as probabilistic constellation shaping (PCS) [9] , [10] , is accurately represented for Nyquist pulses by
per polarization-multiplexed spatial path, where P S denotes the per-channel (dual-polarization) signal launch power and P AS E is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) power within the signal channel's bandwidth. Starting with P AS E as the ASE from ideal distributed amplification [11] , the factor η L ≥ 1 captures noise enhancement due to various line system imperfections such as non-ideal amplification. Nonlinear interference noise (NLIN) is represented by the parameter χ, calculated using the formalisms of [12] and [13] , and depending on many system parameters. (A robustness analysis shows that our final results depend only mildly on these parameters, cf. Sec IV.4.) The aggregate average XT power due to other signals co-propagating at the same wavelength in different cores of the MCF is given byκ P S , but expressing XT in multiples of P S does not imply equal signal powers per core. In the low coupling regime considered here, XT can be modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [14] , [15] , κ increases linearly with distance [2] , and interactions of XT and fiber nonlinearities can be neglected. As is customary with MCF XT specifications, "dB/km" numbers refer to the XT for 1 km of fiber, to be scaled linearly (not in dB) with distance. While some recent work suggests significant statistical variations of XT to necessitate an outage treatment [3] , the proportionality of average and outage XT values will not impact the general conclusions of this letter. Transponder implementation penalties are captured by η T R X ≥ 1. Maximizing (1) with respect to the signal power P S reveals that the optimum launch power is independent of XT,
and the resulting maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
This interesting fact, which has also been observed experimentally [5] , [6] , is illustrated in Fig. 1 . All results assume MCF with standard single-mode cores
, ideal distributed amplification, 100 wavelength-and polarization-division multiplexed 50-GBaud channels at 50-GHz spacing, ideal Nyquist spectra, and ideal Gaussian constellations, closely approached by, e.g., PCS. Note from Fig. 1 that while the optimum launch power is independent of XT, a flatter optimum is achieved with increasing XT. Fig. 2 shows the influence of XT on the achievable (dualpolarization) SE as a function of transmission distance, assuming at each operating point optimized launch powers according to (2) and no implementation penalties, i.e., η L = η T R X = 1. (These will be included in Sec. IV.) As ASE, NLIN, and XT are either exactly or to a very good approximation proportional to the transmission distance L [2] , [11] - [13] , we observe parallel straight lines in the high-SNR regime (S N R 1) at shorter distances and low XT; dashed lines are calculated using Eq. (1) without the "1+" term inside the logarithm for comparison. Two performance metrics become evident:
III. TWO KEY MCF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE METRICS
(i) a reach penalty at a fixed SE, i.e., the ratio L 0 L X T (expressed in dB) of the maximum transmission distance without XT to the maximum transmission distance with XT at a given SE, or in percent
L 0 , and (ii) an SE penalty at a fixed reach (a capacity penalty when multiplied by the system bandwidth and the number of parallel spatial paths), i.e., the ratio S E 0 S E X T (expressed in dB) of the achievable SE without XT to the achievable SE with XT at a given reach, or in percent (S E 0 − S E X T ) S E 0 Note from the logarithmic x-axis scale that the distance penalty L 0
L X T (horizontal double-arrow) is approximately constant with transmission reach (exactly for S N R 1).
On the other hand, due to the linear y-axis scale, it is the absolute SE difference S E 0 − S E X T (vertical double-arrow), corresponding to an absolute capacity losswhen multiplied with the system bandwidth and the number of parallel spatial paths that is approximately constant with reach (exactly for S N R 1). This implies an increasing capacity penalty (relative to the XT-free capacity) with transmission distance. Depending on the application scenario, either metric can be important.
IV. TOLERABLE CROSSTALK AND ITS UNIVERSALITY

A. Capacity Penalty
From Fig. 2 we extract the maximum allowed XT per unit lengthκ = κ/L for a given capacity penalty; the results are shown in Fig. 3 for capacity penalties between 5% and 25%. As expected, the tolerable XT per unit length decreases only very slightly with transmission reach. For instance, allowing a 10% capacity penalty for a MCF system relative to a system without any XT letsκ decrease by less than 5 dB between 100 km and 10,000 km. The less XT penalty one accepts, the smaller becomes the variation of the allowable XT with transmission reach. For reference purposes, the maximum allowed XT for a given absolute SE loss is also shown in Fig. 3 . As expected, the tolerable XT is nearly constant with distance in this case. Fig. 4 shows the tolerable XT per kilometer with the reach penalty as a parameter. As expected, the required XT per unit length is almost independent of transmission distance for a given reach penalty. Allowing a 10% reach penalty due to XT, we find the tolerable XT per kilometer to vary by 0.5 dB between 100 km and 10,000 km. Fig.5a summarizes the above results, showing reach penalty(solid-blue) and SE penalty (or capacity penalty, dashed-red) as a function of XT per kilometer for 100, 1,000 and 10,000 km. As expected from Fig. 4 , the three curves for the reach penalty are practically on top of each other, which corroborates the conjecture that the tolerable XT per kilometer in an MCF system is independent of system reach. On the other hand, specifying an MCF system in terms of its capacity penalty relative to a system using parallel fiber bundles yields a slightly distance-dependent XT specification, as discussed along with Fig. 3 .
B. Reach Penalty
C. Universality of the Tolerable XT
D. Robustness to Parameter Variations
Implementation penalties (η L , η T R X ) have a relatively small impact on the tolerable XT, as investigated in Fig. 5b and summarized in Tab. I. When only a transponder implementation penalty (η T R X )is assumed, the reach penalty curves remain unaffected while the capacity penalty curves move slightly towards the reach penalty curves (more restrictive XT requirements). Assuming only a link implementation penalty (η L ) slightly relaxes XT requirements for both capacity and reach penalties (both move slightly to the right). Fig. 5b corresponds to η T R X = η L = 3dB, letting the overall XT requirements be a little closer together and be slightly displaced to the right (less restrictive XT requirements). This analysis also shows that reasonable changes of χ will not have a significant effect on XT specifications, as these can be recast in terms of η L and η T R X , cf Eq (1). Table I summarizes the results for a 5%, 10% and 20% penalty in reach and in capacity. For a 10% reach penalty, the XT specification varies between -59.2 and -61.7 dB, and for a 10% capacity penalty, the variation is between -50.2 dB and -57.3 dB, across systems reaching from 100 km to 10,000 km. Taking the strictest of these values (shown in bold print in Tab. I), we find that an inter-core XT of around -60 dB/km represents a universal XT specification for all considered systems and for both considered penalty metrics at a reasonable penalty level.
V. OPTIMUM MCF CORE DENSITY
A related question for MCF standardization is to determine the capacity-optimum MCF core density and whether this design parameter is also distance-independent. While the exact core density will depend on parameters such as core design, cladding diameter, and core lattice, we show here by way of example that the optimum core density can indeed be distance independent to first order, in agreement with our above results. We use circle packing theory to determine a tightly-packed core lattice [7] for a given cladding diameter and other physical parameters, limited by mechanical constraints [16] . Specifically, we assume a cladding diameter of 260 μm and an outer core thickness of 30 μm. Core-to-core XT decreases expo-nentially with core-to-core separation [2] ; we assume -70 dB/km at 1550 nm for a core-to-core distance of 45 μm [17] , changing by 3.2 dB per μm variation of core separation [2] . The other system parameters are the same as in previous sections (with η T R X = η L = 1). The aggregate MCF capacity under these constraints is shown in Fig. 6 , which we found to provide a capacity very close to numerically further optimized values.
The most relevant outcome of Fig. 6 is that the capacityoptimum number of cores for a given core design and fiber outer diameter is nearly independent of transmission distance (varying from 24 at 10,000 km to 27 at 100 km). The absolute loss of capacity (compared to the zero XT case; dashed lines) ranges from 0.5 to 3 b/s/Hz per core, and the XT at the capacity-optimum core density varies from -60 to -52 dB/km, consistent with our above analysis, cf. Fig. 3b .
VI. CONCLUSION
In view of the results obtained here, we conclude that there exists a universal target for the XT per unit length of MCF, around -60 dB/km, which only mildly depends on the penalty definition, the penalty level, and the network scenario in which the fiber is to be deployed. Specifying such universally applicable XT values is expected to help the MCF industry to standardize and develop widely deployable MCFs with the required volume to warrant the commercialization of this emerging technology.
